
Quilt Gallery:  Needlepoint Basics!
This handwork is fast becoming a new favorite artform with both a traditional and contemporary “tone”
depending on the design,  colors, stitches the student uses.

The one-day workshop introduces you to needlepoint stitches and the basics of working/painting your
own design.

A sampler of 10-12 stitches will be taught to learn creative stitches and there will be time to paint a small
design for you to make on your own.  This includes learning how to draw and paint your canvas.







Learn the basics of needlepoint and right types of canvas to use as your foundation piece, what kinds of
yarns/threads work best with each canvas type.  W will begin with a marked canvas and then continue to
learn stitch techniques and additional textured stitches that embellish your design.
The finished product can be made into a small pillow or blocked and placed in a frame.   A relaxing
day—doing needlepoint is very calming, but addictive –so prepare to have a wonderful day!

Course Fee:      (What the Quilt Gallery charges?)
Additional Supply Fee:  $10 for canvas, paints and materials

Supplies needed:

Needlepoint canvas 18 pt orange thread white  mono.  Two  10 x 10 pieces.  (prepared and supplied by
instructor with sampler markings included).

Package of tapestry needles   sizes 18-22. Most frequent use will be size 20.
Small scissors for thread cutting.
EXTRA FINE POINT Sharpie (black only)

4 colors of Sue Spargo Perle Cotton #8.  (1 of outlining the sampler sections, 3 that you like).
(You can wait and select the morning of class when we tour the store to see other thread types)

Also supplied by the instructor:  a few design options, paint materials, tracing paper, and brushes to use
when painting your own canvas.

Recommended Book Resource:  New World of Needlepoint by Lisbeth Perrone

Goals for the day:
1. Take a tour of the store to discover threads and kinds of tools to use.
2. Develop techniques for preparing various threads and yarn for easy stitching.
3. Learn 10-12 stitches and stitch canvas areas.
4. Learn the advantage of using stretcher bars and provide guidance for blocking and finishing the

project. (Framing, Pillow construction, etc)
5. Discover how easy it is to design and paint your own canvas designs!

Workshop Leader Information:

Jan Shanahan has been teaching textile arts and crafts for “decades”. She first learned the art of
needlepoint when she was hired to design and paint designs on canvases for customers—a perfect job for
the college years.  Once she became comfortable with painting techniques, she developed a passion for
working with different yarns and stitches to bring personality to the design.  In past years sheesigned and
created  for small needlepoint shops and was later asked to design for Sunset, Better Homes & Garden,
and other needleart companies.


